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Module ** - An Introduction to Transfers
In each country, governments exist with the general purpose of providing public services,
such as education, health care or transportation, and income support to the residents1 of
its jurisdiction with this spending financed by an appropriate tax mix. We say
governments since with a few territorially small exceptions there are at least two levels of
governments and often three in each country. Governments are in general territorially2
based bodies that have some autonomy in decision-making with respect to spending and
raising monies; they are not parts of the central government administration. This
autonomy is usually linked to the presence of an elected governing body. Both spending
and revenue should be guided by concern about
efficiency and equity, the latter both at a point in
time and over time. The range of cultural,
geographical and socio-economic factors present
within the borders of a country and varying
between regions usually results in some regions
being poorer than others at a point in time3. Central
government transfers or grants, the difference
between them essentially being a terminological
4
preference , are employed, to a different extent around the world, in an attempt to reduce
these interregional disparities. Generally, the objectives of these transfers will match
those of Robin Hood: transferring wealth from well-off groups to less fortunate ones.
However, unlike Robin Hood, where bow and arrow dictated law, the sums transferred
between governments are part of structured framework of national and sub national

1

We choose resident rather than citizen for two reasons: first, subnational governments do not grant
citizenship of their unit of governance and second it is often residents and not only citizens that
benefit from public services and transfers. For example 20% of the population of Switzerland is made
up of non-citizens yet they use public schools, trams and so on.
2

There are exceptions such as the three Belgian communautés that serve linguistic communities and
not territories
3
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Over centuries the relative economic position of regions can and does change

Australians use grants (Commonwealth Grants Commission), Canadians transfers (Canada health
Transfer)but programs in both countries have the same equalizing goals, with less equalization in
Canada than in Australia.

governance and often represent substantial amounts (several % points of GDP). Of
course, much like the fable, such transfers do not garner unanimous support. Many
opponents argue that efficiency gains could be attained by a reduction in transfers and a
focus on regional self-financing. These arguments not only have grounding in academic
circles but also now permeate into popular discourse.5.
In this module, we examine various issues with respect to within country current and
capital explicit inter-governmental transfers. We leave aside:


the regular inter-country transfers such as budget support that can form part of
international aid;



the emergency driven transfers be they inter-country or inter-governmental that
provide help following a natural disaster such as an earthquake;



the transfers to community based groups such as Non-Governmental
Organizations (NGOs) that may provide substitute services to those that Sub
National Governments (SNGs) should but are unable to provide such as primary
education;



the implicit transfers between regions that occur through central government
spending funded by central government taxes and that give rise to issues of fiscal
balances6.

We first discuss why transfers, or grants, exist. We then turn to two key issues: the total
amount of the transfers that are to be made – also known as the envelope - with a specific
section devoted to equalization, and a discussion on capital grants. Additionally,
complementary to key questions asked throughout this module, are 7 exercises and
answers which will be made available, in a word files, via links provided at the end of
this module.
Before this however, let us note that implementing a transfer mechanism unless transfers
are totally arbitrary requires both a mechanism and data. There are various mechanisms
possible, ranging from a permanent advisory body such as the Commonwealth Grants
Commission of Australia or the South African Financial and Fiscal Commission to a
recurrent but temporary body such as the Finance Commission of India appointed on a
5

For example one argument invoked in 2012 by Catalan(Spain) or Flemish (Belgium) nationalists in
favour of independence is the high level of transfers to other regions that they as national taxpayers
finance
6

See Vaillancourt (2010) for more on this and Boex (2012) for a methodology to integrate
deconcentrated and devolved spending into one set of accounts

five –year cycle to a lack of body as in Belgium, Canada or Spain where central-SNG
transfer arrangements are the result of the political process and interplay between levels
of governments. There is no conclusive evidence as to what works best but regular inputs
say every five years from advisory bodies seem a useful tool. As to data, it should be
provided by an independent statistical body not subject to manipulation by either level of
government. That said, some data may be hard to collect (personal income in particular)
but it is feasible to use imperfect data (Vaillancourt, 2002¹ ²) to calculate the relevant
transfers.

1. Why do central government transfers or grants to SNGs exist?
Worldwide experience with transfers and grants varies greatly as is described in a
background paper prepared for the International Symposium on Fiscal Imbalance held in
Quebec in 2001. Two case studies, one Canadian and one South African, on designing a
tax transfer system also serve to buttress this point. Transfers and grants also vary in
either funding current expenditures or funding investments that is capital expenditures;
for the first part of this module, we shall focus on current expenditure funding as they are
of a different nature than capital grants, who can be replaced in part by loans repayable
over the useful life of the asset and who are often large and lumpy over a short period
Consequently, such wide ranging experiences means that evaluating transfer systems
becomes difficult. Among the most successful approaches of evaluation is the use of a
‘score card’ which we will look at a little later in this module. Being able to properly
evaluate transfer systems is important because SNGs can derive a substantial part of their
revenues from transfers or grants from the central government. Such transfers have
various explanations:
Own revenue sources available to SNGs The usual economic explanation, of the
existence of inter-governmental transfers, is linked to the own revenue sources available
to SNGs. One can reconcile the shortfall in SNG revenues and the prescribed behavior
by noting that a proper system of tax assignment, as discussed in that module, may leave
SNGs short of the required resources to carry out their assigned responsibilities both as
an aggregate and on an individual basis but to a different extent with some without a
shortfall. In technical terms, an aggregate shortfall is referred to as a vertical imbalance
while the fact that the importance of shortfalls varies between SNGs is referred to as
horizontal fiscal imbalance or disparities7.
Vertical fiscal imbalance is likely because, for the reasons discussed in Module XX
finding taxes that provide subnational governments with marginal sources of own
revenues is difficult.
7

The terms vertical and horizontal are discussed below in more detail.

Horizontal fiscal disparities, on the other hand, result from either one several or all of the
factors below:
1) Differences in taxable capacity between SNGs due to differences in tax bases
often reflected in differences in income;
2) Differences in the costs of providing public services because of small
population size or density or geographical conditions such as isolation;
3) Differences in needs for public services because of factors such as the
demographic make-up of SNGs with those with older population facing different
needs than those with a high share of international migrants.
Transfers that are designed to correct horizontal disparities are referred to as equalizing
transfers.
Transfers intended to offset vertical imbalance or horizontal disparities should still rely
on infra-marginal funding for SNGs expenditures so as not to affect the marginal
decisions regarding the choice between public and private spending for those
governments. This means that the last $ or euro or… spent
on a public service by a SNG comes from funds raised by
that SNG through taxes and fees A corollary point is that
SNGs should not be penalized for raising additional revenues
with a reduction in grants; this has implications for the
design of transfer formulas.

Assignment of responsibilities between levels of government Another economic
explanation why transfers to SNGs from the central government or from other SNGs
occur is that the assignment of responsibilities between the central and the SNG level is
such that either joint responsibilities warrant transfers or the central government wants
the SNGs to change a given behavior, such as spend more or modify a regulation and
uses the power of the purse, also called the spending power, to ‘buy’ such a change.
Various reasons can explain such a desire by the central government: one of them is
inter-jurisdictional spillovers of benefits of services or costs to the central government
resulting from a lack in services either in quantity, quality or both provided by SNGs.
Specific arguments are put forward below.


Forward looking transfers (with education a SNG responsibility): If some SNGs of
a country expect to be recipients of workers trained (high school, technical training,
public colleges or universities) in different SNGs, they may want to ensure that the

training SNG has the financial means required to produce quality manpower since
retraining or substituting foreign workers for nationals may be more expensive;


Income support averting transfers (with education a SNG responsibility): If some of
the personal income support transfers such as unemployment insurance are provided
by the central government, then higher income individuals who are more likely to
reside in higher income SNGs and to contribute more to the funding of these
programs through progressive taxation may want to see poorer SNGs receive funds
to better train their residents for the labor market so as to ensure a reduction in such
spending;



Parental support transfers (with health a SNG responsibility): If labor mobility
means that young adults move from poorer SNGs to richer SNGs for employment,
leaving behind their parents, they may want to see transfers to the poorer SNGs to
ensure an adequate level of services to their parents. This can be seen as a
complement or substitute for private remittances depending on the mix of private and
public services consumptions by these parents;



Insurance premium against inter-temporal changes Transfers between SNGs in a
given year, directly or indirectly, through the pooling at the central level of tax
resources, can also be seen as an insurance premium against inter-temporal changes
in absolute and relative taxation bases. Over a long time period (50 to100 years), the
relative price of various natural resources may change as well as their availability
due to depletion (a drop in supply) and/or new technology (an increase in supply). Or
the relative value of a specific location may change (silted inland harbor or deep sea
coastal one). Participation in an inter-regional transfer scheme allows to smooth the
consumption path of public services as private means fluctuate.

Nationhood These economic reasons are not the only reasons for transfers to occur.
Various non-economic reasons can also underpin them,


Solidarity and Altruism: there may be a sense of nationhood or solidarity between
regions in a country. There may be a consensus at the national level that while some
regions or SNGs are poorer than others, in terms of private income and thus taxable
capacity, that this should not affect the provision of public services. In other words,
provision of public services should be equal in quality and quantity across all SNGs
or that there is a maximum acceptable degree of disparities that is lower than what
would normally emerge from self-financed SNG choices. This can be justified on the
basis of altruism as such;



Mobility averting transfers: SNGs may be composed of various ethno/
linguistic/religious groups that can share a country with some distance between them
but that prefer not to comingle. Some SNGs with group A residents who have
attractive labour markets may want to avoid a population influx from group B
residents that live in poorer SNGs;



Union preserving transfers: A group in a SNG may have some interest in seceding
for various reasons but may be bought off by transfers. This may make sense if the
location of this SNG is strategic: its continued membership in the country provides
access to a seaport or offshore resources or it avoids splitting a country in two with a
now foreign entity in between the two parts.

The problem of natural resource revenues One key issue is the treatment of natural
resource revenues. If a SNG receives high non- renewable natural resource revenue
associated with the depletion / extraction of the resource, how should this be accounted
for in a transfer scheme? A proper treatment is to set aside, in an intergenerational trust
fund, the capital flows thus obtained and to finance services using the earnings from the
fund. Put differently, this liquefaction of resource wealth should be reflected in the
balance sheet as another type of SNG capital holdings. One should not use it for current
spending8. But if the resource rich SNG uses it to provide supplementary public services,
perhaps bidding up the price of scarce human resources (health workers…), then it should
be included in equalization calculations. This can be difficult to do however if the
government paying equalization is the central one with no access to these revenues.
The characteristics of grants Until now we have discussed transfers mainly from the
perspective of the objective pursued: compensating for externalities, reducing the threat
of secession and so on .Following Dafflon and Daguet9, we now characterize then
according to three criteria: 1) freedom of use of funds; 2) spending requirement to garner
funds and 3) availability of funds. We agree with their observation that the use of various
terms is not standardized with more than one term associated with one concept and more
than one concept associated with one term.
1. Freedom of use of funds The use of funds can be seen as either general or
specific. Global should be used when the recipient SNG can spend it freely that
is according to its budgetary choices Currently one sees the terms
"general"/"block"/"unconditional"/’’untied’’ associated with this. Specific

8

This could be both physical or in poorer countries human capital

9

Bernard Dafflon and Sandra Daguet Principes de décentralisation et transferts Octobre 2012

should be used if the recipient SNG must spend it on specific but more or less
narrowly defined item or budget line: primary education is a wide definition item
and library books in primary schools a more narrowly defined one Currently,
one sees the terms "selective"/"conditional"/"restricted"/"categorical"/"specific"
/’’tied’’ used in this case.

2. Spending requirement to garner funds Here the amount garnered is conditional
or unconditional on the spending behavior of SNGs. Conditional grants are set
either as a share of the total spending at the SNG level on a given item or as a
percentage of the self-funded spending of SNGs on a given item. One sees the
term "matching" applied to such grants. Unconditional grants often referred to as
"non-matching"/"lump sum" are not linked to these indicators; they are set per
inhabitant for example.

3. Availability of funds here the amount of funds may be either constrained or
unconstrained
When there is a total amount available to SNGs, then one must ration the funds
out using criteria( first come first serve, quality of request…).This is a case of a
"closed-ended" grant) When it is an unconstrained amount, this is an "openended" grant). This constraint can be expressed as a set amount or as a growth
rate from an initially set amount.
From the grantor’s perspective, grants are an expense that should be limited and
controlled while for SNGs, they are revenues that should be maximized. This obviously
creates tensions in inter-governmental financial relations. General unconditional
unconstrained are a potential budget sinkhole for grantors and highly desirable for
recipients. Grantors will prefer specific conditional constrained. Grantors prefer specific
+ conditional grants, because they link the amount received to a change in behavior, such
as spending more on the relevant item. From a recipients’ perspective, the greater the
freedom to spend as they wish, the better a grant, and thus they prefer specific +
unconditional grants.
Note here that the above conditions are very much economic conditions. One can see
them as the key ones in the following list of conditions put forward by
Laurent and Vaillancourt (2004):

•
Micro condition: these specify precise items (lists of items, technical conditions...)
that funds can be spent on by recipient governments;

•
Meso-conditions: these specify broad policies that must be respected by recipient
governments for funds to flow to them;
•
Macro-conditions: these set the overall amount of spending in a given area by
recipient governments;
•
Labeling conditions: this is when a transfer is given a name by the central
government, with or without the agreement of SNGs, but nothing is done to insure that it
is spent on the labeled item as such;
•
Linking conditions: these occur when direct spending on one item by one order of
government is linked to direct spending on another item in the same policy area by
another order of government;
•
Reporting conditions: these occur when the recipient of a transfer must provide
information to receive it.
These various conditions are not mutually exclusive but need not all be present for a
given transfer.

The design of a grant requires that the following two fundamental issues be settled: the
envelope and the distribution10. We address each in turn.

2. The envelope
The total amount of the transfers that are to be made is often
referred to as the envelope. The envelope can also be referred
to as a vertical distribution, because it goes from one level of
government to the one below, or as a primary distribution,
because it is done first.11 Related to this issue is how this
transfer will be funded and according to which decision
procedure. Several answers are possible, each with its
advantages and disadvantages, namely:

10

For a general discussion of grants see p122-132 of:

http://lgi.osi.hu/publications/2007/364/decentralization__4_.pdf
11

For some discussion of this vertical sharing see: http://aysps.gsu.edu/isp/files/ispwp0419.pdf

 Annual funding solution The amount is financed out of the general resources of the
paying unit and established in its annual budget. This is a flexible solution,
changeable from one year to the next, but it has two defects: first, recipient
governments are not sure that they will receive a real (nominal is meaningless if
inflation is present) comparable amount from one year to another, which renders
planning difficult; and second, annual budgetary debates are subject to ad hoc
political arrangements which may run counter to efficiency. This approach was used
in Tunisia before the Arab Spring and is still the case for some transfers in Bénin or
Rwanda for example

 Formula funding solution The exact calculation of the amount is explicitly stated in
the constitution or in a law. It may be formulated as a percentage of total
expenditures; of total revenues; or of one, but preferably several, specific tax sources
used at the central level. Using only one tax source and allocating a high percentage
of revenues from it to transfers may result in the central government not collecting it
as vigorously as if it kept 100 percent of revenues as discussed earlier. This solution
has two advantages. First, with a specific legal foundation, the political debate on the
size of transfers takes place when the constitution is amended or the law is passed,
and not on an annual basis, which avoids recurring ad hoc political arrangements
although it may entrench some such arrangements more or less permanently. Second,
it avoids important variations in the amounts available if the amount is dependent on
a sufficiently large basis, which not only guarantees a minimum amount of funding
but also improves predictability and thus efficiency. A variant of this is that the
amount can be set initially and then indexed, and the indexing formula can take one
or more of the following factors into account: inflation (overall or of specific items
such as medication or road materials), population growth (overall or of specific age
groups such as school-age children), gross domestic product growth, growth of
specific taxes (such as gasoline-related taxes or VAT), and so on. Finally, such a
formula automatically shares the revenue risk between the various levels of
government when actual as opposed to budgeted amounts are shared.

If a specific tax or set of taxes are used, this can create fluctuations in the revenues
available for sharing. This problem can be partially solved by setting up a fund
fueled with these taxes. This can smooth transfer payments by leaving part of the
amounts in the fund in good years to be used in bad ones. This inter-temporal
stabilization is what distinguishes this option from the preceding one.
There are numerous examples of revenue based funding. Looking first at those using
all revenue sources, one recently introduced12 is the granting of 15% of national
12

In the new Constitution of 2010

revenues in Kenya to counties which are the sole constitutionally recognized SNGs
in that country. An older one is in Ghana were a minimum of 5% of national
revenues is to granted to districts; since 2008, this is 7.5% as set in the annual
budget, thus combining a set requirement and budgetary discretion. In Congo RDC,
the requirement is that 40% of national revenues be passed on to the various SNGs
on a derivation basis (discussed below).Turning to examples of sharing of specific
taxes, in Australia, 100% of the VAT (Goods and Services Tax) is used to fund
equalization from the central government to the states (including the two Territories).
One of the oldest such requirement is found in the post WWII German Constitution
which requires for example a 50-50 sharing of the corporate income tax between the
central government and the SNGs (landers) (Gunlicks) .In Morocco, 30% of the
VAT is used for transfers to local municipal governments and to provincial semiautonomous bodies.
An example of indexing of an original pool of transfers is the Canada Health
Transfer that since 2000 sees its per capita amount indexed at 6% per year,
irrespective of economic growth or inflation. It predecessor was in some periods
indexed to GDP growth.

3. The distribution formula

The distribution formula is referred to as the horizontal distribution, because it is
between recipients at the same level of government – recall that the primary distribution
is done between levels of government. It is also called the secondary distribution,
because it occurs after the primary one. Transfer schemes require that the amount each
jurisdiction will receive be determined by an appropriate formula. This will vary
according to the purpose of the grant. If grants are made to modify the provision13 by
SNGs of one or more specific public services for one or more of the reasons mentioned
above, then the central government or the SNGs providing the grant may want to use a
formula with indicators and parameters linked to the benefits received. If grants are
made to alleviate vertical fiscal disequilibrium without a need to address horizontal
disequilibrium, indicators such as population or specific populations (elderly, school
aged) may be appropriate. Finally, in the case of grants aimed at alleviating horizontal
disequilibrium, equalization will be required. This is a key issue that is addressed in some
detail below since equalization requires an explicit transfer from rich to poor or needy
SNGs. Note here that equalization will implicitly occur when equal per capita grants are
13

We use provision as SNGs may choose to have the public service produced privately but paid for
and publicly provided

financed using progressive taxes, that is taxes whose share of income increases with the
level of income on individuals. Better-off regions/SNGs will have a larger proportion of
better-off individuals and thus will contribute more in proportion to their population than
poorer ones.

Avoiding disincentives14 and misbehaviours is the key point on the designing of
transfers. Hence:



Transfers that are calculated as the difference between expenses and revenues,
called budget balancing grants, create a strong incentive to maximize
expenses and minimize revenues, generating waste;



Transfers that cover one type of expenditures often salaries create an incentive
to spend more on this item and to neglect other types of spending creating
inefficiencies in the production of public services ;



Transfers that rely on data collected by SNGs create an incentive to misreport
the relevant indicator or to modify the conditions leading to its
calculation(rewarding the pass rate of a school leaving exam may lead to
encouraging poor students not to take it) ;



Transfers that want to modify behavior (tax revenues) must target behavior
subject to SNG control15.

In general, transfers should use data generated by an independent body be it public or
private.

Derivation-based transfer’s One type of transfers is to share taxes based on where they
were collected; this is referred to as a derivation-based transfers. One should be aware

14
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see http://www.nipfp.org.in/newweb/sites/default/files/wp_2010_76.pdf on this.

See http://www.nipfp.org.in/newweb/sites/default/files/wp_2011_84.pdf for a study of the
impact of central government transfers in India.

that this can be quite inappropriate if taxes levied in one SNG are passed on through the
price of goods and services to residents of all SNGs. So if a share of taxes on imports is
given to SNGs and all imports enter through one port/SNG then the residents of this SNG
benefit unduly from such a transfer unless it generates import related costs (maritime
pollution, road repairs…) similar to the tax share gained. This is the case of Congo RDC
where the 40% of national revenues reserved for SNGs is to be distributed according to
the point of collection. This results in three provinces being particularly well-off. In the
case of Bas-Congo, this is where the sole port of Congo RDC, Matadi, is located with
thus a very high amount of custom duties and VAT on imports collected. In the case of
Kinshasa, it is the capital with the major international airport and thus again high custom
duties and VAT on imports collected. It is also where most head offices are located
resulting in high corporate income tax revenues.

4. Equalization transfers

Equity argument While equalization arrangements are often the object of political
debates, they have a solid academic foundation with the seminal paper written by
Buchanan (1950). In his paper, the author developed in the context of the USA an equity
argument for geographically discriminatory central government personal income
taxation ... income tax rates could be made to vary from state to state so as to offset
differences in state fiscal capacities (1950: 595). However, recognizing the difficulties of
such a scheme, the author put forward the idea of equalization grants from the federal to
sub-national units. He stated that: “units of equal fiscal capacity should be able to
provide equivalent services at equivalent tax burdens”. He concluded that the absence of
equalization will result in the ultimate centralization of a large share of effective political
power… therefore those who desire to see maintained a truly decentralized political
structure… must take some action in support of proposals aimed at adjusting these
interstate fiscal differences (1950: 599). This last point is an important one when
considering the place of equalization in the overall design of a federal arrangement. It
gives it a central piece in ensuring the long-term success of decentralization.
Efficiency critiques The equity and federalism – preserving arguments of Buchanan was
countered by efficiency critiques, such as those of Courchene (1970), which argued that
equalization and more generally equalizing policies reduce labor mobility between
regions, and thus adjustments within national economies. A counter argument based on
efficiency was developed by Boadway and Flatters (1982a, 1982b), relying on the view
that labor mobility can be inefficient if it is the result of rent-seeking behavior by movers
moving from a resource-poor to a resource-rich part of a country. Empirical work
examines these issues together with the question of whether equalization induces

recipient governments (potential or actual) to modify their behavior. Interestingly, some
of these issues have re-emerged in the present context of global markets and fiscal
competition (Smart, 2007: 211-216).
The first modern federation16, the United States of America (1783), formally introduced
federal-state equalization in the form of revenue sharing in 1972 but abolished it by 1987.
In the second modern federation, Switzerland (1848), the first measure of fiscal
equalization, a variation of various federal-specific grants according to the cantons’ tax
capacities, was introduced in 1938 and renewed several times until 1957. In 1958, the
principle of fiscal equalization was included in the Swiss Constitution. In the third
modern federation, Canada (1867), equalization was introduced as part of tax-sharing
arrangements in 1957 by a federal law, and included in the Canadian Constitution in
1982. In the fourth modern federation Australia, equalization was introduced in 1933 in
part after a threat of secession by Western Australia. It accounted for both differences in
the "standard of expenditures" and differences in the "severity of taxation", using
Australian terminology. After World War II, new federations, such as India (1947) and
Germany (1949), took equalization into account in the design of their federal financial
arrangements (Dafflon and Vaillancourt 2003: 397-398). However, equalization is
sometimes embedded in the financing of programs not thus labeled, such as the Medicaid
program in the USA, a joint federal-state program targeting health care to the poor and
with federal transfer higher for poorer states. Or it may be a part of a general transfer
scheme. For example, the Moroccan transfer formula used to allocate the 30% of VAT
that flows to local government has an equalization component that uses taxable properties
to establish rich and poor local governments. Some South African transfer formulas take
into account the poverty rate in setting transfers (Alm, J and Jorge Martinez-Vazquez,
2009).
We provide links to papers written about the consequences of equalization (first image)
and who should set the terms of equalization (second image).
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We refer to still existing federations and thus do not examine for example the Austro-Hungarian
empire or the USSR.

What are the key characteristics of equalization transfers? Leaving aside implicit
equalization and thus only working with explicit equalization, we have gross and net
equalization, and vertical and horizontal equalization, that is explicit equalization
schemes, consisting of formula-based unconditional redistributive transfers among
governments.
Gross explicit equalization scheme A gross scheme is one that increases the fiscal
capacity of SNGs to some target amount (a national norm, the national average, the top
SNG, or some percentage of one of these) but without reducing the fiscal capacity of the
SNGs above the target amount. This is what is done in Australia and Canada for example.

Net explicit equalization scheme Under a net scheme better-off SNG are leveled down to
the target, either by a reduction in other transfers from the central government or by
having them pay directly all or a share of equalization usually through horizontal
equalization. This is done in Germany or Switzerland. This was also done in Laos with
regions keeping 100% of revenues raised until they met a centrally set target then
forfeiting all extra revenues to the central government that used it to finance poorer
regions.

Funding schemes This raises the issue of what government pays for equalization. One
can have either a horizontal scheme with transfers between SNG or a vertical scheme
with transfers from the central government or a mix of both. While the same equalization
result can be produced by either approach, a
horizontal scheme requires more political
cohesiveness between regions and may therefore be
more difficult to implement and create undesirable
disincentives for SNG tax effort. A vertical scheme
requires the central government to occupy a larger
share of tax room than its own expenditures require.
This may generate resistance from SNGs but may
facilitate the harmonization of taxes and the internalization of fiscal externalities. In
countries in which SNG have only limited capacity to collect taxes, often true in
developing countries, a vertical scheme might be the only feasible approach
(Vaillancourt, 2001). That said, equalization is always paid for by taxpayers with their
pockets being raided horizontally or vertically. The difference is that horizontal
equalization collects from taxpayers on the basis of their place of residence while vertical
equalization collects from taxpayers on the basis of their contribution to central
government taxes. In the case of horizontal equalization poorer taxpayers in richer
regions may well fund transfers benefitting richer taxpayers in poorer regions. In the case
of vertical equalization richer taxpayers if national taxation has some element of
progressivity wherever they are located will fund taxpayers in poorer regions.

Political economy of equalization The reasons for introducing equalization are multiple
since inter regional solidarity is not explained only by economic arguments. But the
political economy of equalization matters and it is what we analyse here. Since no federal
or decentralized country is perfectly homogenous, the different levels of taxation by the
SNGs do not necessarily mirror differences in preferred local public services. Local
financial capacities depend on both the tax bases accessible to SNGs and the territorial
distribution of those bases. Local needs vary according to the particular characteristics of
the local residents; but they also depend on geographic, demographic, and socioeconomic factors. They are further determined by constitutional or legal requirements as
to the type and nature (quantity, quality) mandatory public goods and services that SNGs
must provide.
Box 1 reviews the possible origins of fiscal disparities .17 The logic behind classification
into five categories is twofold:
(i) "External" items that are outside the scope of local decision making power should
be, at least partly, compensated if they result in a significant spread in the relative
fiscal position of governmental units. We call them "disparities".
(ii) Those items that are within the scope of decision and the fiscal management of
SNGs should not be taken into consideration for equalization. They belong to the
sphere of local autonomy and responsibility. We call them "differences".

Box 1 : Five sources of varying fiscal outcomes across sub national governments
and their appropriateness for equalization
Appropriate for equalization – Disparities
A Differences in the territorial distribution of revenue bases (taxes, natural resource
royalties…) or access to them usually measured per head. This can result from
differences in endowments (land, minerals…) location (access to sea or trade
routes…) or constitutional/legal constraints (some tax bases off limits).
B Need differences in the number of units of standardized service required per
capita owing to demographic reasons (age structure, migrant / non migrant
structure) and territorial (length of shoreline or border to be patrolled).
C Cost differences per unit of standardized public service that arise from factors
such as: differences in the quantity and composition of inputs that are necessary
17
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for producing the public service, differences in factor or input prices, differences
in physical characteristics (environmental factors) and presence or absence of
economies of scale in the service provision).
Not appropriate for equalization – Differences
D Differences in local preferences either for optional services, for quantities or
quality above the minimum standard level in the provision of services; or for
autonomy that hinders the achievement of optimal size.
E Differentials that are attributable to strategic behavior on the part of the SNGs
with respect to federal transfer payments; local preferences between (non-benefit)
taxes and user charges (benefit taxes), including the choice – if any – among
different forms of taxes
Source: adapted from Dafflon and Mischler, 2008: 215
Category A concerns financial resource equalization. Revenue sources depend in part on
the geographic location of SNGs in the national territory (proximity of urban areas or
economic centers or located at the periphery), on the kind of economic activities, and on
communication networks. Within an open market economy, SNGs cannot influence these
characteristics, thus they must be treated as exogenous factors.
Categories B and C cover the two determinants of expenditure equalization. Both items
require more attention than differences in revenue capacity. Needs disparities when
measured using simple indicators should not be influenced by SNGs' decisions. But one
must be careful as to the interrelation between specific policies and outcomes.
Discussion 1 In Canada, one SNG (Québec) has policies aimed at increasing
immigration; hence it can influence its share of immigrant population. If this was an
indicator used for needs equalization (it is not) then it would be influenced by an SNG
policy choice. In Switzerland, it makes a difference whether the increase in the
proportion of compulsory school pupils is due to well integrated one-language speaking
children, the necessity of supporting a second national language - with smaller classes in bilingual cantons, or is due to foreign speaking immigrant children with a different
school background - in need of tutorial support in a trilingual environment. Can you
think of any other examples, in your own country or elsewhere, where the possible origin
of needs disparities deserves careful consideration?
Well-measured cost disparities in input factors most often also fall outside the SNGs'
decision-making competence. But this requires using input prices from the private sector
for measurement purposes and ensuring that if some form of energy production is under
SNG control (electricity for example) that proper prices are used or perhaps that
equivalent physical units are used (kilojoules for example). One possible source of
information could be Data Envelope Analysis (DEA) methods.

Differences under D and E result from local preferences and hence they need not be
compensated by any kind of equalization or transfer payment.
One can unify these findings under the concept of net fiscal benefit (NFB) defined as
follows for each SNG:
NFB = public services received- price (taxes and other revenue sources) paid
Having examined what are reasonable grounds for equalization, let us now examine how
to implement revenue equalization.

5 Revenue equalization
In this and following sections, we put forward both a graphical depiction of revenue
(expenditure) equalization and a discussion of issues that cannot be included in such a
graph. Figure 1 (below), taken from Dafflon and Vaillancourt (2003), addresses a first
set of four issues.
The first issue is the amount of the public revenues available to SNGs before
equalization to both satisfy the needs of their population and to be shared in a horizontal
(inter SNGs) equalization scheme. Since SNGs are different in terms of population size,
the measurement of these revenues must take into account the population of each SNG.
Thus the vertical axis records revenue divided by population (per capita). At point A on
the vertical Y-axis, the SNG receives the average amount of public revenue per resident
for that type of jurisdiction in a given country, represented by the standardized value 1.0.
In this figure we assume that all revenues available to satisfy the needs of the population
are also available for financing an equalization scheme. But this may not be the case; for
example, natural resource revenues may be treated differently for each purpose.
Discussion 2 Can you list the various own revenues available to SNGs in your
country? Are they all linked to the economic activity in the SNG? Should they all be
included in the pool of revenues that can be used for equalization? Or are some revenues
not to be included?

The second issue is that equalization requires jurisdictions to be ranked according to
some indicator of contribution/entitlement to equalization; this is addressed by the
positioning of the various jurisdictions along the horizontal X-axis. In Figure 1 this is
revenue capacity since we are presenting revenue equalization; in Figure 2 it will be cost
adjusted needs.
The basic revenue equalization rule is as follows:



jurisdictions with higher-than-average revenue capacity should receive less (pay
more);



jurisdictions with lower-than-average capacity should receive more (pay less).

In Figure 1, average capacity is given a value of 100. For ease of exposition, the lower
value for the “poorest” jurisdiction is given a value of 30 and the highest a value of 150.
In practice, ranking SNGs is not easy. There are numerous indicators that can be used for
ranking purpose and good ad hoc reasons for each being deemed “best” by different
actors such as public finance economists, macro economists, politicians, the winning
jurisdiction(s) or the losing jurisdiction(s).
The revenue capacity of an SNG is defined by its ability to raise revenues from its own
tax bases. What is own revenue is not always clear cut. Is it a tax administered by an
SNG? Or one whose rate and/or base is determined by the SNG? Or simply one the
proceeds of which accrue to the SNG? All possible combinations of these characteristics
exist somewhere, which leads to the question: where is the line to be drawn? For helpful,
but far from conclusive, discussions of these points, see OECD (1999) and Ebel and
Yilmaz (2003). Assuming that ‘own’ tax bases are clearly defined, Martinez-Vazquez
and Boex (2001) present a number of methods which may be employed to determine
fiscal capacity in this sense.

Revenue collection

Macro measures

Represntative tax
system

1) Revenue collection Perhaps the simplest to implement are measures based
on current or past years’ revenue collections. Unfortunately, such measures
raise serious problems. While potential ability to raise revenue is not directly
affected by tax rates, fiscal effort and taxpayer compliance and actual
revenues are affected. Using current revenue collection as a measure of fiscal
capacity provides SNG with an obvious incentive to impose lower tax rates
or to make less effort to collect taxes in order to receive higher equalization
grants. Using past collections does not really solve this as a reset of the

reference year is always possible and may even be desirable as the passage
of time makes past collections a less appropriate measure of current fiscal
capacity.
2) Macro measures Macroeconomic indicators as income or output may be
used to measure fiscal capacity. Leaving aside the issue of their availability
and quality, especially at the local level, macro measures of fiscal capacity
are not always good indicators of revenue capacity. Personal income in a
given SNG may be a reasonable measure of the capacity to pay of its
residents but not of the ability of the SNG to impose taxes if SNG cannot
levy personal income taxes. Gross Regional Product (GRP) measures the
value of goods and services produced within a region (SNG) and hence the
income received by the owners of the economic resources used in the region
but not necessarily living in that SNG. But two GRP of a same amount may
not offer the same tax potential; the composition of GRP matters since some
economic sectors (e.g. mining or manufacturing) are easier to tax than others
(e.g. agriculture or services); this is also true with respect to the shares of
formal and informal activity.

3) Representative tax system A third possible approach is what is called the
representative tax system (RTS), which measures the amount of revenue that
could be raised by an SNG if it used ‘standard’ tax bases and ‘standard’
(usually average) tax rates. Obviously, to use this approach information on
tax bases and tax revenues for every region is needed. The equalization
entitlement for a region is determined by the sum for all tax sources of the
following formula:

Ex,i = POPx ∙ tna,i ∙ [PCTBna,i – PCTBx,i]

where Ex,i is the equalization entitlement of region x for a revenue source i,
POPx is the population of region x, tna,i is the national average tax rate of
revenue source i, PCTBna,i and PCTBx,i are the per capita tax base of
revenue source i for the national equalization target and region x respectively.
This formula may be adjusted to equalize according to a standard different
from the national mean such as the mean for a subgroup or the richest SNGs.

RTS methodological steps are:

Determine which
taxes have to be
included in the
calculation
(structural versus
irregular tax
yield, buoyant or
not, all taxes or a
selection, and so
on)

If the capacity is
computed on the
potential tax yield
and not the tax
base, which are
the referred
"standard" tax
rates or tax rates
schedules

With several tax
sources, decide
which weight
should be given
to each of them
(the standard
method is that
weights are
proportional to
the respective
potential tax
yield)

Decide if the
calculation is
made on an
annual basis or
an average of
several (three?)
years

In theory, the RTS approach appears to provide a complete and accurate method to
measure the fiscal capacity of SNG. It may, as in Canada, be broadened to include nontax revenues (user fees, resource royalties, proceeds from the sale of exploration leases).
Provided the tax base information is appropriate and all SNGs are equally able to exploit
all their ‘assigned’ tax bases freely this approach, although very data intensive, seems
clearly superior to either the macroeconomic or actual revenue approaches to measuring
fiscal capacity for purposes of equalization.

Box 2 : Some Definitions of Revenue Capacity
Gross Domestic Product: Output produced in a given region often referred to as
Regional/Provincial (Canada) /State (USA) Domestic Product.
Personal Income: Income available to the residents of a region for consumption or
savings: composed of earnings (wages, self-employment income), capital income
(interest, dividends, rental income…).
Taxable income: Income subject to personal income taxation.

Key points:


GDP is produced in a region but the income drawn from it does not necessarily
accrue to the residents; for example profits may flow out to non-resident owners.
GNP(Gross National Product differs from GDP with capital income received from
outside the jurisdiction included and payment to non-residents excluded ;

 Personal income includes government transfers so it can be greater than per capita
GDP since GDP does not include transfers;
 Taxable income is defined by the tax code not by national statisticians. Hence it
may be smaller than personal income if some types of income are not taxable. For
example, agricultural income be recorded (GDP, personal income) but not taxed.
One can find definitions in various publications:
http://www.statcan.gc.ca/nea-cen/gloss/iea-crd-eng.htm
http://mospi.nic.in/mospi_new/upload/national_accounta.pdf
[Exercise 1] Determining the Revenue Capacity : Per capita GDP, Personal income or
Taxable income?

Figure 1

A stylized representation of a revenue equalization scheme
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Let us assume that two issues, amount of public revenues available to SNGs and the
ability to rank jurisdictions, have received an appropriate answer.
The third issue we must contend with is the equalization formula. To understand this, let
us compare the “before” and “after” situations (figure 1). With no equalization (DEG
“before equalization” line), and the possibility of identifying exactly the origin of the
tax revenues (poorest to richest), “poor” jurisdictions would certainly receive less than
average per capita endowments, and “rich” ones higher than average amounts (Figure
1).
By nature, any equalization formula would have to give more to “poor” jurisdictions
than they would receive following the origin principle and “rich” jurisdictions would
receive less, something along the CEF “after equalization” line.
The equalizing performance is represented by the distance between lines DE and CE for
beneficiary jurisdictions, and between EG and EF for the jurisdictions supporting the
financial cost of equalization (figure 1).

Thus, for example, for the poorest jurisdiction with a fiscal capacity of 30, equalization
increases public revenue per capita from 0.40 (at point D) to 0.55 (at point C), but for a
rich region with capacity of 125, equalization reduces public revenues available to it from
1.15 to 1.10 per capita. Of course, a balanced solution with horizontal equalization as in
this case requires that benefits (amounts received, represented by the surface of triangle
CDE) and payments (amounts contributed, represented by the surface of triangle EFG)
coincide. The importance of equalization depends on the equalization formula, which
determines the position of the slope CF around the central point E.
[Exercise 2] Horizontal equalization scheme : Visualizing the effects
The fourth issue is whether an equalization policy would introduce further limits to the
amount of redistribution; in figure 1, the formula is: the financial capacity at E (100)
minus the financial capacity of your chosen SNG over the financial capacity at E (ESNG)/E. You then multiply the result by the difference between your post and preequalization per capita revenue indicator C-D. Thus, if we take the poor SNG as
example, the formula becomes : (0.55-0.40) x (100-30)/100 = 0.11n Figure 1, E
represents an exactly neutral position with regard to equalization: with an average
financial capacity and average per capita tax revenues, a jurisdiction at this point would
neither pay nor receive any equalizing amount. But the central point need not be at E.
Other equalization targets are possible, and their choice often controversial. Two specific
points must be noted:


First, it can be debated whether jurisdictions with just below average financial
capacity should also benefit from equalization. One could argue on financial,
political and equity grounds that only jurisdictions below a certain level (e.g. an
indicator of capacity = 90) should qualify. Financial considerations could be one
argument: at 90, the triangle equivalent to CDE would be smaller, which means
smaller contributions by richer SNGs. But more crucial are political
considerations; at what value does fragmentation of the nation into poor and rich
jurisdictions endanger national coherence. Or, put differently how much poorer is
too poor?



A second related question is illustrated with the triangle BCK. The resources
available after applying the horizontal equalization formula are those
corresponding to line CE (above DE): the poorer a jurisdiction, the more it
receives. But the horizontal equalizing payments in the example can be argued to
be far from giving poor jurisdictions sufficient resources, increasing the resources
for the poorest SNG from (in our example) 40% to 55% of the national average.

Should they be increased more? In the affirmative, what would be the appropriate
limit? The example in Figure 1 ensures that poor jurisdictions receive equalizing
payments so that their revenue endowment reaches at least 85% of the national
average, along line BK. Since “rich” jurisdictions already pay EFG to cover CDE
(equal by construction), financial resources for paying BCK come from a
contribution from the center through a vertical equalization scheme18. But is 85%
a proper level? Fragmentation, equity and incentives must be considered. But note
that in figure 1, beneficiary jurisdictions have no incentive to take initiative for
their development if they are satisfied with public spending compatible with 85%
of the national average per capita public revenues, and if they have no preference
for autonomous revenues rather than transfers.
[Exercise 3] Horizontal versus vertical equalization schemes: Visualizing the effects
with PIT funding
Not all the key issues of equalization are captured in Figure 1. For example, we do not
discuss how equalization is financed. The questions are which revenue (tax) source is to
be shared and according to which decision procedure? Several answers are possible, each
with pros and cons; two such answers are discussed below with reference to vertical
equalization but the questions are also of relevance to horizontal equalization.
We did not discuss the exact mechanism used to make horizontal equalization payments;
does each contributing SNG make a check to each receiving SNG or is it a single
payment into a central pool that then redistributes the amounts? Another issue, often
overlooked in academic analysis but of importance in practice, is the periods of payment:
once a year or in quarterly or monthly installments?
Discussion 3 Can you think of political, social or other reasons why contributing
SNGs should or shouldn’t make direct contributions to other SNGs? What are the
advantages and disadvantages of paying into a pool? What are some reasons, political
and economic, why periods and timing of payments might be so important?

In closing this section, we want to emphasize that economists cannot study and propose a
good revenue equalization scheme without political input. A proper solution cannot be
implemented without central and regional politicians taking responsibility for deciding
how much (on the vertical Y axis), according to which criteria (the X-axis), to what
extent (the formula giving slope CEF), and for which target, if any (the BK line)
equalization should take place. Of course, the final result will also depend on the
financial resources available, that is, either the small CDE triangle or the larger area
CDE + BCK. These are choices that are in their hands, not those of economists.
18

Which may well be paid for by residents of SNGs already contributing to horizontal equalization if
central and SNG tax capacity are correlated

6. Expenditure equalization

Expenditure equalization is a topic that has recently been discussed both by the
Commonwealth Grants Commission (Australian Government) and by the Mowat centre
University of Toronto in its fiscal transfers series.

The revenue capacity of SNG, however, dealt only with the last term on the right side of
the NFB equation, which, as the reader might recall, was:
Net Fiscal Benefits = public services received- price (taxes and other revenue sources)
paid

Expenditure ‘requirements’ Equalizing NFBs requires not only adjustments to ensure
equivalent revenue-raising capacity but also further adjustments to ensure that the
provision of equivalent public services requires the same expenditure in different SNGs.
If two regions have the same fiscal (potential) capacity but differ in terms of expenditure
‘requirements’, the NFBs of residents’ will be lower in the region in which public
services are more expensive. Expenditure differences in providing public services reflect
two factors: cost differences and need differences.19
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Boadway and Hobson (1993) p.92. Note that this distinction is not always clear. For example, if
there are ten snow/sand storms (10cm) per year in region A and five (20cm) in region B, leaving in
total the same amount (100cm) of snow/sand on the ground, then if there is a fixed and a variable
cost to each removal operation A will incur higher expenditure even if the marginal cost of an
additional cm is the same in both regions. Does A have higher costs or greater need (more storms)?



Cost differences are differences in the cost per unit of a ‘standardized’ public
service. They may arise from climatic or geographic features, density or distance
factors, or differences in labor cost across regions. Costs should be calculated
using real (not nominal) private sector wages for equivalent inputs and not on the
basis of public sector wages which may reflect such political factors as the
government’s political philosophy or the relative strength of workers unions
(Courchene, 1998).



Need differences - differences in the number of units of standardized service
required per capita -- usually arise owing to demographic reasons such as the age
structure of the population and different participation rates in social programs by
persons of different ages.

Discussion 4 Think about various regions throughout the world: cold and sparsely
populated Greenland, a part of Denmark; French speaking Quebec in Canada; and the
socially progressive state of Kerala in India. What natural and demographic differences
might lead to variations in costs of providing services where you live? Are there
particular cost and need differentials in your SNG?
Three questions arise with respect to implementing equalization schemes incorporating
expenditure differentials:


How are ‘standardized’ expenditures determined?



How are needs differentials measured?



How are cost differentials measured?

We shall take these up in reverse order, leaving for later discussion the key question of
whether such differentials should be taken into account at all.

Cost differentials measured Many different ways of establishing cost differences have
been proposed. Some make intuitive sense: climate (snowfall, heavy rain), population
density/urbanization, frequency of natural disasters (floods, earthquakes), location
(remote location), and topography (mountainous or desert regions). Others are perhaps
less obvious such as the proportion of land occupied by public infrastructure (e.g.
national parks), fuel costs, and indicators of development level, both general (e.g.
electricity consumption, number of telephone lines) and related to particular public

services (road length and condition, environment and wildlife preservation services,
irrigation and drainage, coastal services, fire protection, etc.).

Need differentials Similarly, among the plausible factors related to needs differences are
such things as the share in the total population of such dependent populations as infants,
elders (health care) and school age children, the share of population with special needs
irrespective of their age such as new immigrants (language skills, acquisition, integration
into society) or less developed groups (e.g. aboriginal population). Many other factors
presumably related to need are found in equalization schemes around the world: poverty
indicators, illiteracy, infant mortality, elementary school enrollment rate, etc.20 There
should be a relationship between the indicator(s) used and the role SNGs play in
delivering public services For instance, if it is the central government or the private sector
that provides health care, then the share of infants or elders, two groups with higher
health care costs than average may not be relevant in determining transfers to SNGs.

Three methods for measuring expenditure needs (Martinez-Vazquez and Boex, 2001).

Use
historically
observed
average costs

Estimate cost of
standardized public
services
Set out representative
expenditure system
(RES)

Measuring expenditure needs

I) Estimate the cost of providing a standardized set of public services One needs to
determine what services are to be included, what ‘standards’ are to be met and most
difficult what is the cost of each element of this set of services. Even when done with as
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For examples, see Shah (1996, p.103), Ma (1997, p.11) and Bird (1986, p.144) or at the local level
see Yatta et Vaillancourt(2010)

much care and attention to details as possible, as in the case of Australia, this can still be
imprecise (Shah, 1996, p. 103). 21
Discussion 5 Do you believe you can accurately measure the costs of providing
public services in your region/country?
II) Use historically observed average costs for various expenditures patterns. Two
problems arise with this approach. First, past observed expenditures on particular
activities may not reflect current policy objectives. Secondly, expenditures that seem the
same in the data may in fact be quite different. For example, expenditure on education
can be broken down by level (primary, secondary, etc.) and then within levels by inputs
such as salaries, books, etc. How can one interpret the fact that books in SNG A are 20
percent more expensive than books in SNG B even though both jurisdictions buy the
same number of books for the same number of pupils? Is it because A overspends on
fancier books (perhaps because it tries harder to keep up with new pedagogical
approaches) or is it because A may be teaching to a different smaller language group and
thus face higher unit costs for otherwise identical books? Of course, as with all these
approaches, the emphasis in this approach is entirely on inputs and not on outputs, and
the relation between inputs (better books, higher-paid and perhaps more qualified
teachers) and outputs (better educated students) is seldom well understood.

III) Set out a representative expenditure system (RES) analogous to the RTS on the
revenue side. Shah (1996) proposes a five-step approach to implement such a system:

1. Disaggregate SNG expenditures into major functional categories such as
health services, education, transportation and communication, etc.
2. Determine the influence on spending levels of cost and need indicators such as
those listed above through regression analysis. This step is critical and difficult,
requiring thorough understanding of not only the differences in service areas,
populations and local needs but also of the objectives of public policy and the
production functions (input-output relationships) of public services. It is also
critical to understanding possible strategic behaviors of recipient governments
(Shah, 1994, Petchey, 2004).
3. Establish the per capita standardized expenditure of SNG for each category,
employing national average values (PCSEx,I) for the fiscal capacity indicators.
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An example of this is:
http://www.ffc.co.za/docs/submissions/dor/2001/A%20Costed%20Norms%20Approach%20for%
20the%20Division%20of%20Revenue%202001.pdf

What this procedure does is establish how much an SNG would spend, given its
needs and costs profile, for each specific expenditure category if it had ‘average’
revenue. Since the weight of each factor was obtained empirically through
regression analysis using data on all regions, in principle this method thus has the
advantage of using objective standards.
4. Estimate the standardized per capita national expenditure (PCSEna,i ) for
each category by evaluating the regression results at national mean values for all
variables.
5. Calculate the equalization grant each SNG is entitled to by using the equation
below in the same way as RTS:

i. EEx,i = POPx ∙[PCSEx,i – PCSEna,i]

EEx,i represents the equalization entitlement of region x for the spending category
i, POPx is the population of region x and PCSEx,i and PCSEna,i are the per capita
standardized expenditure for region x and at national average for spending
category i.
Expenditure equalization, a combination of items B (need difference) and C (cost
difference) in Box 1 is presented in a stylised way in Figure 2. The reader should note
that contrary to Figure 1, the recipients of equalization are to the right of the pivot point
and not to the left. As with figure 1, one must address four issues.
First, what are the equalizable expenditures carried out by SNGs? In figure 2, we
assume that all expenditures are eligible for equalization. If we did not do this, then the
vertical Y -axis would be drawn only for eligible expenditures which means that total
SNG expenditures could be higher for some or all SNGs. As in Figure 1, we present it in
per capita terms.
Discussion 6 Thinking back to the equity and efficiency arguments previously
mentioned, can you identify key SNG expenditures that should or should not be equalized
in your country or SNG?
Second how should we rank SNGs in terms for expenditure equalization? As
discussed above, average per capita expenditure differences in providing a public service
reflect two factors: need differences (Box 1, B above) and cost differences (Box 1, C).
Various factors determining cost differences have been proposed. Some are natural ones
that vary with geography such as climate (snowfall, heavy rain), frequency of natural

disasters (floods, earthquakes), topography (mountainous or desert regions) and distance
(remoteness from providers of inputs into public services). Others are demographic such
as population density/urbanization. The difficulty is to estimate in monetary units the
impact of such factors on costs. In some cases, it may be not too difficult such as using
private transportation costs per km to estimate the impact of remoteness on the cost of
schoolbooks being delivered to a school. But if snow removal is done only by public
maintenance crews, then how does one distinguish between true differences in costs and
the relative strength of public sector unions in various SNGs, assuming that each sets its
own wages (not set centrally)?

Figure 2

A stylised representation of an expenditure equalization scheme
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needs

A cost adjusted needs index, on the X-axis of Figure 2, is used to solve this conundrum.
What does this mean? Let us assume that we have two regions with identical revenue
capacity (same ranking on the vertical Y -axis of Figure 1), one (A) with a proportion of
10% of older individuals in need of specific health services in its population and the other
(B) with 30%.
(B) 30% pop require specific
health services
(A) 10% pop require specific
health services

In terms of needs, B’s are higher. If the cost per % point of older population is 1
monetary unit, then B should receive 20 more units of resources than A to be able to
provide the required services without having to levy more taxes.
But if for example, A is more mountainous than B, and consequently the cost of getting
the services to the older resident is higher and set at 1.5 per % point of population then
the cost adjusted needs differential is now only 15 (30-(101.5)). Hence adjusting for
costs changes the relative position of these SNGs on the X-axis of Figure 2; depending on
original positions and the importance of cost differentials, it could, invert the rankings
based only on needs.

[Exercise 4] Varying needs: the case for expenditure equalization
The third issue is how to determine the expenditure equalization formula? To
understand how it works, let us compare the “before” and “after” situations. With no
equalization, “needier” jurisdictions to the right of E spend less per capita than with
equalization and “un-needy’’ ones to the left of E more. Note that per capita expenditures
in Figure 2 are for the populations as a whole and not for the specific populations (older,
immigrants…) that may be deemed to have specific needs. Why? Because the whole
population votes and pays taxes, not only the members of the needy group
Horizontal equalization in this context means than “un-needy” SNGs spend less overall
on their residents after equalization is implemented and implicitly pay for spending on
residents of other jurisdictions. Pre-equalization - needier jurisdictions can now spend
more to better satisfy the needs of their residents without having to resort to an additional
tax effort. Thus, for example, for the neediest jurisdiction with a cost adjusted needs
indicator of 150 in Figure 2, equalization increases expenditures per capita from 1.15 to

1.25, but for an “un-needy” region with a needs indicator of 30, equalization with its
diversion of revenues reduces public expenditures it can finance from 0.7 to 0.5. As in
Figure 1, a balanced solution with horizontal equalization requires that benefits and costs
coincide. The importance of equalization depends on the equalization formula, which
gives the positions of the lines around the central point E. It is conceivable that the slopes
of these two lines are not the same.
[Exercise 5] Horizontal or vertical: how does it apply to expenditure equalization?

The fourth issue is whether an equalization policy would introduce further limits to
the redistribution formula. In Figure 2, E represents an exactly neutral position; a
jurisdiction at this point would neither pay nor receive any equalizing amount. But the
central point need not be at E. Other equalization targets are possible. It can be debated
whether jurisdictions with just above average needs should benefit from equalization; one
could argue that this would be a disincentive to become more productive or that
measurement errors of needs are upward biased and thus that a cushion of say 5% should
be used. One could also argue on financial, political and equity grounds that only
jurisdictions above a certain level of need (e.g. 110) should qualify.
We noted earlier, in Box 1 and its discussion that while disparities are eligible for
equalization, differences (items D and E) should not be. We come back to this now since
it is of relevance for expenditure equalization. Data in table 1 are used to illustrate the
difficulty of drawing the border between genuine disparities and local preferences or
management abilities that result in expenditure or cost differences. They present the cost
per capita of providing a given public output for seven jurisdictions (SNGs) with
different population sizes and two production environments: a low cost one (L) and a
high cost one (H) where it costs 5 more per capita for all population levels. Table 1 shows
the usual relationship between size and unit costs: they first decrease as size (measured
by population) increases, reach a minimum for a population of 5000, and then start to
increase.
Table 1 Unit costs of providing one unit of public services (unspecified monetary unit(
$ euros, francs,…)
Population
Unit cost-L
Unit cost-H
500

10

15

1000

8

13

2500

6

11

5000

5

10

10000

6

11

25000

7

12

50000

9

14

Source: assumption by authors drawing on Yilmaz, Vaillancourt and Dafflon 2012
We discuss two cases The first case relates to the optimal size of SNGs and their capacity
to realize scale economies. The second case illustrates the difficulty of distinguishing
between higher production costs that arise from justifiable factors and those that result
from X-inefficiencies.
Case 1: Impossible economies of scale or reluctance to cooperate
There are two jurisdictions: A with a population of 1000 and B with a population of 5000
that both can produce public services using the low cost model( L column). If each
resident consumes one unit of public services, then the total cost to A is 8000 (8X1 000)
and to B 25 000 (5 X5 000). Why is the unit cost higher in A than B? There are three
plausible answers:
(1) The number of beneficiaries is lower in A
than B because of socio-demographic
characteristics of the resident populations in A
and B: (for example less school-aged children if
the
public service is a primary school);
(2) A is not in a position (for topographic
reasons or distance) to cooperate with neighbouring SNGs in order to increase the
number of beneficiaries yielding a lower per unit cost towards;
(3) A is not willing to cooperate (for reasons of differences in preferences or the
desire to remain autonomous) with neighbouring SNGs? In this last case, it
should also support the fiscal consequences of the decision and not receive
equalization to make up for the difference, which is not due to equalizable
disparities in cost.
Case 2 : Genuine cost disparities versus X-inefficiencies
Now let’s look at SNG C which faces a higher cost than A or B of providing public
services. Even with the optimal number of beneficiaries served i.e. 5000, C faces a higher
cost of 50 000 (10X5 000) than A or B as it is the H column of table 1. If this is a
genuine disparity, then equalization is appropriate so as to restore the fiscal balance. This
would not only reduce the average cost (tax price of service that residents in C must

incur, but it should also reduce fiscally induced migration from C to A or B, thereby
enhancing efficiency (Bird and Vaillancourt, 2007: 262). But is this the result of real
costs differences or does it hide any X-inefficiencies?
So using the unit costs in Table 1 and some assumed population sizes above helped us
identify situations that need to be examined in detail if expenditure needs equalization is
on the political agenda since we must be able to rank SNGs on the X –axis of figure 2.
Cost adjusted needs can be determined in relative terms only if sources of cost
differentials are clearly traced and identified. This is not simple; it requires information
about the number of beneficiaries and the production function of each public service
selected for equalization for several SNGs in order to set the standard cost function
within a reasonably range. Such information is not always available (Dafflon and
Mischler, 2007: 183-185). And are costs set by beneficiary or by a production determined
grouping of beneficiaries? For example, for primary school, is it average cost per pupil
that matters or average cost per class with different results if regulations require a
minimum and set a maximum number of pupils per class. And who determines when
mergers or at least cooperation between SNGs should be required to lower average
production costs; are mixed language or mixed religious classes to be mandated either
centrally or by SNGs that pay horizontal equalization?
From this perspective, one can see that any policy of expenditure-based equalization is a
challenge that is more demanding than revenue equalization.
Discussion 7 Since expenditure needs equalization is complex and cannot be
separated from political value judgments, should we conclude that one should renounce,
as the Canadian Expert Panel proposed, on Equalization? (Boothe and Vaillancourt,
2006: 48) Or, should we try to design expenditure needs equalization as best as we can
with imperfect knowledge, information and data? (Boex and Martinez-Vazquez, 2007:
291)?

7. Combined equalization
Ensuring that NFBs are equal across regions/SNGs requires that both the resources
potentially available to finance public services and the cost of providing those services be
taken into account. A comprehensive equalization scheme should include both fiscal
capacity and expenditure differential measures.
Can one combine the two types of equalization in one amount?
Yes, but one must be clear on the sequence to do this. Recall that equalization is about
providing similar levels of public services at similar levels of taxation. Hence to combine
both types of equalization, the following steps are necessary:

First, establish the needs index and compute the expenditure
equalization entitlement, positive or negative of each SNG
according to it;

Second, correct the needs based index for cost differences and
compute anew the expenditure equalization entitlement, positive
or negative of each SNG according to it;

Third, compute the revenue capacity index and compute the
revenue equalization entitlement, positive or negative of each
SNG according to it;

Fourth, combine the expenditure and revenue equalization
entitlements together by substracting the revenue capacity
entitlement from the expenditure equalization entitlement to get
total equalization.

What does this mean in practice?
Table 2 below presents a stylized example with five regions: A, B, C, D and E.
Table 2

Five regions stylized example of horizontal expenditure, revenue and
combined equalization

Region

A

B

C

D

E

Needs index (1)
Costs index (2)
Needs corrected for
costs(3)=(1) X (2)
Revenue capacity index(4)
Total Equalization(5)=(4)(3)
Expenditures post
equalization (= needs
corrected for costs +/equalization contribution)
(6)=(4)+ (5)
Source: authors

70
1.1
77

80
0.9
72

100
1.2
120

110
1.0
110

130
0.8
104

81
-4

74
-2

110
+ 10

120
- 10

98
+6

77

72

120

110

104

Needs
index

E
D
C
B
A

Needs index
Corrected for
costs

Revenue
Capacity

Total
Equalization

D

+C

D

C

+E

E

E

-B

A

A

-A

B

B

-D

C

A "+" indicates a beneficiary SNG, a "–" a contributing SNG in terms of total
equalization

Note, looking at Table 2, the diversity in situations: A-B-D have a revenue capacity index
higher than needs corrected for cost, but only D has above average needs; C-E have needs
corrected for costs higher that their revenue capacity index.
Again, examining Table 2, one sees that the impact of equalization will depend on the
decision to equalize or not for needs and to compute these needs taking into account or
not differences in costs, all of this given that there will be revenue capacity equalization.
In a sense, revenue capacity equalization is a more basic form of equalization than
expenditure/needs/costs equalization. One notes that the ordering of the five SNGs is not
the same for each scheme; hence one cannot directly map the various equalization graphs
into a single one.
Table 2 also illustrates the dilemma whether there should be only revenue equalization, or
only needs equalization, or needs corrected for costs equalization or a combination of
both in the form of "revenue-needs" or of "revenue-needs corrected for costs": the
differences between the maximum and minimum values for needs equalization is 60= 130
(E) – 70 (A) , for needs corrected for costs it is 48: 120 (C)-72 (B), and finally 40: 120
(D) – 80 (B) for revenue equalization. But the net "revenue minus needs corrected for

costs" total equalization amount s have a range of only 20 (difference between (C) and
(D)) and the total amount shifted is only 16, that is +10 (C) + 6 (E) and - 4 (A) – 2 (B) –
10 (D).
What should be the extent of equalization? It seems plausible that needs equalization is
a more compelling argument for 100 % equalization than revenue capacity or cost
equalization. Why? Because full revenue equalization, as noted above, is a disincentive to
improve one’s tax base while cost equalization, however well calculated, may lead to
inefficiencies.22 Needs established, with simple indicators such as % older population, is
much less susceptible to these problems.

[Exercise 6] Revenue equalization and Expenditure equalization: Let’s put it all
together!
Equalization: Horizontal or Vertical In Table 2, total equalization makes up for the
difference between revenue capacity and needs corrected for costs, or the needs index if
one admits that cost equalization is not adequate. But, calculating the balance does not
answer the question whether equalization is horizontal or vertical. In Figure 1, surface
CDE = EFG implies that equalization is horizontal, between contributing and beneficiary
SNG units; CBK, if it exits in total or partially, is vertical.
In Figure 2, a balanced solution (around E) with horizontal equalization requires that
benefits coincide: but the solution could be also to grant equalization to the jurisdictions
with cost adjusted needs higher than average (100 points on the horizontal axis) without
asking the jurisdictions with cost adjusted needs lower than average to contribute; needs
equalization would then be vertical, centrally funded.
Horizontal equalization is typically a "Robin Hood" type of equalization: high-capacity
SNGs directly transfer public revenues to a fund serving low-capacity SNGs. This is less
conceivable for expenditure needs equalization (Dafflon, 2007: 370-371). This would
imply that SNGs with relatively low needs and costs of service provision accept higher
tax prices which allow subsidizing other SNGs with relatively high expenditure needs.
This would distort the relative local tax prices of public services and result in allocative
inefficiencies.

22

According to Rechovsky (2007: 404): "For most other (than Australia) countries, finding a detailed
description of the methodology used is difficult. In many countries the cost factors used in grant
formulae are the outcome not of careful research but of a largely political process, driven primarily by
negotiations over the final distribution of aid."

Two further arguments against horizontal expenditure equalization are:
(1) for those public services that are financed through user charges, if the “price"
does not reflect benefit, consumers will face false price signals;
(2) when the difference between SNG choices, X-inefficiencies and genuine
disparities is not clear, SNGs might indulge in strategic behaviour with the aim of
placing themselves in a more favourable equalizing position (in this case, higher
costs and more needs). Vertical needs equalization can be set on expenditure
standards that eliminate functions based on the benefit principle for their
financing and that ignore SNGs potential strategies (Dafflon and Mischler, 2008:
235) but this adds to complexity.
We end this section by presenting some evidence on indicators for expenditure
equalization, used in five countries: Australia, China, Germany, India, Switzerland and
Brazil.

Measures of needs/ costs

Australia China

Germany India

Switzerland Brazil

Needs-based factors
Population (equal per capita)

●

Inverse of population share

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

Population density
Population dispersion

●

Ratio of specific age groups to total
population

●

Sex

●
●

Population control measures
Low-income households and individuals

●

Social security beneficiaries

●

Low official language fluency

●

Non official language background

●

Number of students

●

●
●

Literacy rate
Humanitarian immigrants

●

●

Number of general practitioners
Indigenous or minority population

●

Urban population

●

Remote population

●

●
●

●

Agricultural population
Cost-based factors
Geographic area (mountainous, desert,
arable, etc.)

●

●

●

Temperature, rainfall, soil, etc.

●

●

●

●

●

Natural hazards

●

●

Border, revolutionary or civil war areas
Road length

●

●

Proportion of unpaved or sub-quality
roads

●

●

Sinuosity factor of regional roads

●

Deck area of bridges, culverts and tunnels

●
●

Harbor services
Number of government units

●

Number of districts, counties and
municipalities

●

Average salaries (public) by occupation

●

Average salaries (non-public) by
occupation

●

Average effective rent rates

●

Number of government vehicles

●

Fuel consumption per vehicle per year

●

Unit fuel price

●

Vehicle damage coefficient

●

Regional standard per capita heating
expenditure

●

Proportion of electricity and cost by plant
type (hydro, steam, internal combustion,
etc.)

●

Average price of a three minute phone call

●

Price of Internet connection

●

Average price of transporting 50 kg of
goods by freight

●

Average price of a one-way economy fare
plane ticket (intra-regional travel)

●

●

Number of business locations

●

Number of residential dwellings

●

Number of first home owners

●

Number of national park visitors

●

●

Source : Bird and Vaillancourt table 2:

7. Capital grants: a few guiding principles
As promised earlier, we now address the particularities of capital grants.
Capital grants differ from recurrent grants in that:
 They are lumpier, and often larger in value than recurrent grants;


They are clearly targeted at a given type of expenditure on capital and sometimes
associated with a specific project;



Their acceptance usually impacts on the recurrent costs of the recipient SNGs;
this impact can be to increase costs –a new bridge to maintain while all existing
bridges remain in use- or to reduce costs-a new more energy efficient school
replacing an older one for example.



This impact on recurrent costs may be reflected in equalization transfers. That said,
a proper interface between equalization and capital grants must avoid formulas in

either scheme of grants that will create unfavorable outcomes, such as
encouraging capital spending in place of maintaining existing equipment or
extending the life of equipment well past its normal end of life date reducing the
quality of public services and perhaps generating negative externalities.
Capital grants are often made by specific agencies. An agency such as a Municipal
Development Fund (MDF) which has some or all of the following generic characteristics
may make these grants. Some of the characteristics of these agencies in countries
receiving international aid may be that:


It is one focal point in which a set of international donors/ partners can pool their
funds for municipal capital projects;



The distribution between various envelopes (technical assistance, grants,
innovative projects) is decided by the agency with perhaps some freedom for
some donors to allocate funds to one specific envelope;



The choice of eligible recipients for drawing rights is made by the agency;



The allocation of sums that eligible recipients are permitted to access, also known
as drawing rights, is made using transparent criteria with a formula;



One aspect of such a formula is a graduated access to more funds with better
performing, as defined in the formula, entities being rewarded. Performance can
be measured in various ways and set for a discrete time period to be reexamined
for the following funding cycle;



The approval of projects to be financed using the drawing rights available to a
potential recipient requires the submission by the entitled entity of a specific
project with various documents( proof of public consultation, proof of call for
proposals…).



The approval to draw down the drawing right(a line of credit in a sense) is given
by the MDF ; it also ensures that the project is carried out according to the
proposal submitted and that it meets the required standards for funding, usually
with a multi-stage process being used.

Designing a capital grants system The following points should be taken into account
when designing a capital grants system such as an MDF in a two level governmental
system with the second tier made up of local governments ( a type of SNGs). It can be
generalized to a multi-level system. These points can be regrouped under two broad
headings: those related to choices and those related to delivery. That said, they can also
be seen as applying to recurrent transfers.
Choice of recipient, project or
amount: 4 points

1. How is the set/ subset of
recipients of grants selected?


Is it all the full set of
SNGs in a given
jurisdiction or a subset?
If a subset how was it selected? SNGs in some regions of the countries
and not others and why? SNGs with a given legal status such as
municipalities as opposed to villages or with a real difference between
them such as urban as opposed to rural municipalities as defined say using
Census type criteria?



And why? Does one restrict the number to make the amounts allowed to
each sufficiently large given the overall envelope? Or is it because the
executing body cannot supervise all SNGs in a jurisdiction given its
capacity?



What are the consequences of the use of a subset in terms of access by
rural/ urban, poor/ rich, minority/ majority (ethnic or other), government
supporters /opposition, to the funds of the MDF?

2. How is the allocation amongst the members of the eligible subset made? Is it
using a formula or not? If decided on a case by case basis, who decides? If using a
formula :


What are the criteria used in terms of number and content? Are they too
numerous (5+) and thus ill focused and perhaps canceling out? Too many
criteria indicate an ill-focused program that would probably benefit from
using two pools of resources each allocated according to a few criteria.
For example, one pool rural and one urban. How are the criteria related to
objectives of the program? What are the weights of each criterion in the
formula? Do these weights make sense given the objectives of the
program?



How are the criteria measured? Is the population recent and accepted as
correct by SNGs? How is the area measured (borders are known and
agreed to between municipalities or other bodies)? Are the needs
measured objectively or subjectively (needs survey, adjusted or not?)? Is
revenue potential measured correctly or not (tax base and not revenues)?
Are performance criterion linked to inputs or outputs? Are they linked to
compliance with by-laws/procedures or administrative performance or are
they linked to services to citizens?

3. Are the SNGs- capable of correctly establishing the preferences of their
residents or not, both in terms of expenditures and in terms of the level and
composition of local taxes? If not, then one may question why one would take
into account the preferences expressed by these bodies. Conditions that may lead
to a correct expression of preferences include:


The free and fair election and not appointment by the central government
of SNG political decision makers;



The freedom to choose their key staff by SNG decision makers;



The openness of the decision making process at the SNG level with
committee/council meetings open to the public, posting of minutes ,
budgets and so on in languages known by the population;



The involvement of the population in key choices through public
consultation (participatory democracy);



The coverage by the media of local affairs.

The next three points are related to the delivery of the services associated with the capital
grant and not to the choices of recipients, projects or amounts. They matter since a
system of capital grant cannot operate in a vacuum; its efficiency /impact will depend on
the overall architecture of the local government system (responsibilities, own revenues
transfers and so on)
Delivery of services: 3 points
4. Are the SNGs allowed by the central government to
carry out their work without undue interference? Such
interference can be either the result of a legal framework that
prevents them from showing initiative, such as one with ex
ante approval by the central government of budgets, spending
and so on, or from an imprecise legal framework that allows
both levels of government to carry out the same tasks and thus
interfere with each other or from a political environment that allows the central
authorities to interfere in an extra legal manner.
5. Are the SNGs capable of executing the investment financed by the grant?
One issue may be the size of municipalities who may be too small This can be
ensured by :
 Competent financial management that ensures the smooth flow of funds
and payments


Competent technical management.

6. Are the SNGs capable of operating the capital facilities created by the grant?
This raises questions as to:


Again the size of municipalities. They may be too small to afford the
required technical personnel. A subsidiary question is; are municipalities
allowed to form inter municipal bodies to operate such capital facilities
and do the inter municipal councils work effectively in practice



The responsibilities SNGs have both legally and de facto. SNGs often take
on responsibilities not specifically attributed to them and this may prevent
them from carrying out all of their statutory responsibilities;



The revenue sources available to SNGs given their responsibilities. In
terms of own revenues, do they have adequate tools to raise such revenues
such as tax rate setting powers, tax collection powers, good tax base
assessed by others?



In terms of transfer revenues are they a secure transparent source of
revenue or an uncertain arbitrary one?



Do they have in fact access to their financial resources by the use of
accounts under their control in commercial banks? Or are funds held in
financial institutions such as the central treasury (single treasurer French
type system) that are under the control of the central government and thus
that make cash in hand available first to the central government and not to
SNGs

Conclusion

The following general conclusions seem worth noting.
1. There is a need in most countries of the world for central-SNGs transfers since the
mobility of important tax bases makes them more easily taxed at the central level
while important expenditures are better carried out at the SNG level;

2. Central transfers can come with varying conditions that are more or less
appropriate, depending on the goals of the transfers and on the conditions used;

3. There is a need for transfers to address the issue of inequalities between SNGs
through an equalization component either imbedded in specific transfers or as an
explicit transfer;

4. It is easier to implement robust revenue capacity equalization schemes than
expenditure equalization schemes;

5. Capital grants are often separate from grants that contribute to financing recurrent
expenditures and have different characteristics such as size and lumpiness.

Even in established federal democracies, the level and structure of transfers can often be
best understood as the outcome of prolonged political negotiation between contending
(and in some sense equally ‘sovereign’) governments. It may still be useful in some
respects to compare the resulting system against a ‘baseline’ (unitary state) but there is no
presumption that this baseline case sets a relevant standard.
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